In each cell division, human cells have to segregate their replicated 46 chromosome pairs (sister chromatids, Fig. 1A ) equally to each daughter cell. Failure in this process is considered to be closely related to the generation and progression of cancers that are characterized by chromosomal instability (an elevated rate of gain or loss of chromosomes per cell cycle) and aneuploidy (an alteration in the number of chromosomes) (1) . Chromosomes are segregated by microtubuledependent transport, which occurs on the spindle, a mitotic apparatus formed by microtubules emanating from two spindle poles (centrosomes in animal cells, Fig. 1A ). Unlike other organelles, which are transported along microtubules by motor proteins, chromosomes stably attach to the tips of microtubules (end-on attachment, Fig. 1B ) via kinetochores, which are large proteinous structure assembled on centromeric chromatin. The chromosomes are then pulled towards spindle poles, following the microtubule tips as they shrink. As kinetochoremicrotubule interactions must be formed every cell cycle following nuclear envelope breakdown, a prerequisite for equal chromosome segregation is the establishment of bipolar/amphitelic attachment, also called bi-orientation. In this condition, one sister kinetochore attaches to microtubules from one spindle pole, while the other sister kinetochore attaches to microtubules from the opposite spindle pole (Fig. 1C) . A surveillance mechanism, called the spindle assembly checkpoint (SAC), inhibits chromosome segregation until all the kinetochores stably attach to microtubules (2) . During the process of bi-orientation establishment, kinetochores initially attach to the lateral surface of microtubules (lateral attachment, Fig. 1A ) and are transported along microtubules (3) , in a similar way to other organelles. The molecular basis of lateral attachment, however, remains elusive, in contrast to that of end-on attachment. In this review, I will overview how chromosomes achieve bipolar attachment, relating the process to the differential contributions of these two modes of attachment. I will mainly discuss the mechanisms in vertebrate cells, contrasting it with that in the budding yeast, Saccharomyces cerevisiae.
Current View of the Process of Bi-Orientation Establishment
After nuclear envelope breakdown, kinetochores initially attach to the lateral surface of a microtubule emanating from a spindle pole (lateral attachment; Fig. 1A ) (3) . For efficient kinetochore capture, it may be advantageous for cells to use the microtubule lattice, which provides a much larger contact surface than the microtubule tips. Kinetochores are then transported along microtubules towards spindle poles (lateral sliding; Fig. 1A ). Lateral attachment is converted to end-on attachment (attachment of kinetochores at the ends of microtubules; Fig. 1B ) and in the case of vertebrate cells, 2030 microtubules attach to a kinetochore in an end-on manner, forming kinetochore-fibres (K-fibres; Fig. 1C ) (4) . On the other hand, in budding yeast, only one microtubule attaches to each kinetochore (5) . The kinetochore at the ends of microtubules is now transported towards spindle poles by the depolymerization of those same microtubules (end-on pulling; Fig. 1B) . Subsequently, the other sister kinetochore attaches to microtubules from the opposite spindle pole, establishing bi-orientation.
Sister kinetochores are now under tension, stretched by robust K-fibres and align on the centre of the spindle, called the metaphase plate (congression; Fig. 1C ). K-fibres attached to already bi-oriented kinetochores can guide sister kinetochore pairs located in the vicinity of a spindle pole to congress to the metaphase plate before bi-orientation (6) .
A recent study on chromosome/kinetochore behaviour using high-resolution live-cell imaging provided a novel insight into the process of bi-orientation establishment (7) . In this study, the predominant order of events is that chromosome congression precedes bi-orientation ( Fig. 1D and E) . After initial capture by spindle microtubules, chromosomes align around an equatorial ring on the surface of the spindle, while still keeping lateral attachment. This distribution excludes chromosome arms from the inside of the spindle, and thus facilitating kinetochore interaction with microtubules from both spindle poles (Fig. 1E) . In this configuration, amphitelic attachment is established while lateral attachment is converted to end-on attachment. Similar chromosome behaviour was found in mouse oocytes (8) . These findings suggest that chromosome congression is not a result of, but rather a prerequisite for, establishment of bi-orientation. They also suggest that lateral attachment is not merely a transition state, but a dominant form in early prometaphase that is an important intermediate for bi-orientation establishment.
Molecular Basis for KinetochoreMicrotubule Attachment
End-on attachment: the KMN network plays a central role Emerging evidence suggests that end-on attachment is mediated by the KNL1/Mis12/Ndc80 (KMN) network, a highly conserved group of kinetochore proteins consisting of the KNL1 complex (composed of KNL1/Spc105/Blinkin and Zwint-1), the Mis12 complex (composed of Mis12/Mtw1, Dsn1, Nsl1 and Nnf1) and the Ndc80 complex (composed of Ndc80/ Hec1, Nuf2, Spc24 and Spc25) (Fig. 3C) (9) . The Ndc80 complex forms a rod-like structure with globular domains at both ends (1012). One globular domain, composed of the N-terminal calponin homology domains of Hec1 and Nuf2, directly binds the microtubule lattice. The highly basic N-terminal unstructured region ('tail') of Hec1 is crucial for efficient microtubule binding. Another globular domain, composed of the C-termini of Spc24 and Spc25, interacts with Nsl1 in the Mis12 complex. KNL1 forms the second microtubule-binding site with its N-terminal region while interacting with Nsl1 in the Mis12 
. Arrows indicate direction of kinetochore motion or force (tension) exerted on kinetochores. Kinetochores initially attach to the lateral surface of microtubules (lateral attachment; A), and slide along microtubules towards spindle poles (lateral sliding; A), which is dependent on dynein. Lateral attachment is then converted to end-on attachment (B), followed by K-fibre formation. Kinetochores attached to microtubules in an end-on manner are pulled towards spindles poles concomitantly with microtubule depolymerization (end-on pulling; B). When sister kinetochores attach to microtubules from opposite spindle poles (bi-orientation), chromosomes align on the metaphase plate (congression; C). In the revised view, after kinetochore capture at the lateral surface of microtubules (A), laterally attached kinetochores slide along microtubules towards the middle of the forming spindle (D). Kid and CENP-E are supposed to be involved in this process. There, chromosomes form a circular belt (equatorial ring), excluded from the centre of the spindle with their arms protruding away from the spindle (E). On the equatorial ring, microtubules emanating with similar density from both spindle poles efficiently form amphitelic attachments on the laterally attached kinetochores (E).
complex with its C-terminal region (13) . Although the Ndc80 complex plays a dominant role in attachment to microtubules, KNL1 synergistically increases the binding affinity of the KMN network for microtubules (14) . Multiple KMN network complexes are thought to attach to a microtubule from various directions, forming a stable attachment. Recently, two molecules were identified as connecting the KMN network to the inner kinetochore (Fig. 3C) . One is CENP-C (Mif2 in budding yeast), which binds to Nnf1 in the Mis12 complex with its N-terminus, while associating with CENP-A with its C-terminus (15) . Another is CENP-T, which associates with Spc24 and Spc25 in the Ndc80 complex with its N-terminus, while associating with histone H3-containing nucleosome by its C-terminal histonefold domain in the form of a heterotetrameric complex with other histone-fold proteins, CENP-S, W and X (16, 17) . When the N-termini of CENP-C and CENP-T were artificially tethered to an ectopic locus on a chromosome, many aspects of kinetochore function could be reproduced, supporting the idea that CENP-C and CENP-T provide the basis for kinetochore assembly (16) . In budding yeast, Cnn1 was recently found to be orthologous to CENP-T (18, 19) .
Lateral attachment
Molecules currently known to be involved in lateral attachment/sliding are motor proteins. In budding yeast, lateral sliding is dependent on Kar3, a minusend-directed motor of the kinesin-14 family ( Fig. 2A ) (20) . However, Kar3 is dispensable for the lateral attachment per se, as kinetochores show onedimensional diffusion along the microtubule in the absence of Kar3 (21) . As kinesin-14 family motors are non-processive (motors are released from microtubules after each ATP cycle), lateral sliding using Kar3 is slow and kinetochores sometimes detach from microtubules. In vertebrates, on the other hand, the lateral sliding that occurs along the surface of a single microtubule is a very rapid process (2555 mm/min), which is characteristic of a motion mediated by dynein, a minus-end-directed motor ( Fig. 1A) (22) . Dynein, together with dynactin, is recruited to kinetochores by Spindly, which in turn localizes to kinetochores via the Rod/ZW10/Zwilch (RZZ) complex (23) .
Chromosome transport along microtubules towards the microtubule-dense environment of the spindle pole has been thought to facilitate the generation of end-on attachment. In vertebrate cells, however, a recent report suggests that dynein-mediated poleward motion is followed by anti-poleward motion along microtubules before establishment of end-on attachment (7) and that this anti-poleward motion facilitates arrangement of chromosomes in an equatorial ring. The polar ejection force (polar wind), which is generated by a chromokinesin, Kid, a kinesin-10 motor localizing to chromosome arms (24) , was reported to be involved in this process (Fig. 1D) . Another mechanism of anti-poleward motion along microtubules is through CENP-E, a plus-end-directed motor of the kinesin-7 family (Fig. 1D) . CENP-E-dependent kinetochore sliding to the spindle equator was initially reported as a means to facilitate congression of mono-oriented chromosomes along pre-existing K-fibres (6), but it was later found that such antipoleward sliding can occur on the lattice of any microtubule bundles in the spindle (25) . CENP-E is a large coiled-coil protein that is not conserved in yeast. Several kinetochore proteins were reported to be involved in kinetochore localization of CENP-E, such as CENP-F, BubR1 and Nuf2 (26, 27) . Poleward motion driven by dynein and anti-poleward motion driven by CENP-E may differentially occur on single and bundled microtubules, respectively. Aurora A kinase localizing to the spindle poles phosphorylates Therefore, lateral attachment is converted to end-on attachment when the microtubule shrinks to the kinetochore-attaching site and orients perpendicular to the kinetochore. Kar3, a minus-end directed motor involved in lateral sliding, plays an inhibitory role on the conversion. Stu2, which is at kinetochores or transported from kinetochores to the microtubule tips, suppresses microtubule shrinkage by promoting rescue (switching to growth). (B) In vertebrate cells, sister kinetochore pairs are transported to the spindle equator along microtubules. A part of each sister kinetochore faces one of the spindle poles, which may facilitate the formation of end-on attachment with microtubules from each pole. MCAK, a microtubule-depolymerizing kinesin, at microtubule tips limits the microtubule length to facilitate end-on attachment. The augmin complex contributes to K-fibre formation through centrosome-independent microtubule generation.
CENP-E, releasing PP1 from CENP-E as well as reducing the affinity of CENP-E for microtubules (28) . The phosphorylation-dependent reduction in CENP-E residence time on microtubules near the spindle poles would allow its preferential localization along bundled microtubules as opposed to single microtubules.
In budding yeast, the molecules required for lateral attachment were determined by observing isolated kinetochores on controllable centromeres (20) . It was found that the Ndc80 complex, the Mtw1/Mis12 complex and the Ctf19 complex (a counterpart of the human CENP-O/P/Q/U complex) are required for lateral attachment, which are also needed for end-on attachment. In vertebrate cells, the molecular requirement for lateral attachment has not been systematically determined. In contrast to budding yeast, several lines of evidence suggest that the Ndc80 complex is dispensable for lateral attachment. First, motor-driven kinetochore motility was still observed in frog cells depleted of Ndc80/Hec1 (29) . Second, chromosomes can congress while laterally attached to spindle microtubules in cells depleted of Nuf2 when HSET, a minus-end-directed motor counteracting anti-poleward motility, was co-depleted (25) . Third, the distance between sister kinetochores along spindle microtubules in Nuf2-depleted cells was smaller than in control metaphase cells, but progressively increased to a level similar to that in control prometaphase cells, suggesting that both sister kinetochores were laterally attached to microtubules and a certain amount of tension was exerted between them (7).
Conversion from lateral to end-on attachment
In budding yeast, only one microtubule attaches to each kinetochore (5). Therefore, lateral attachment and end-on attachment cannot coexist, and when lateral attachment is converted to end-on attachment it is accompanied by a change in kinetochore orientation ( Fig. 2A) . Such conversion occurs stochastically when the plus end of a microtubule shrinks to the kinetochore attachment site and, if conversion fails, microtubule rescue (switching from shrinkage to growth) occurs to prevent detachment of kinetochores from microtubules (21) . Stu2, a microtubule plus-endtracking protein homologous to mammalian colonic, hepatic tumour overexpressed gene (ch-TOG) localizing to kinetochores, promotes the rescue at the kinetochore attachment site ( Fig. 2A) (20) . Stu2 is also transported from kinetochores to the microtubule plus ends by a kinesin-8 motor, Kip3, and promotes rescue distal to the kinetochore (30) . Microtubule extension following rescue helps to collect kinetochores on the spindle by facilitating lateral interactions with other, more widely scattered, kinetochores. Kar3, a minus-end-directed motor responsible for lateral sliding, was found to have an inhibitory role on the conversion ( Fig. 2A) (21) . When lateral attachment is converted to end-on attachment it never reverts and the Dam1 complex recruited to kinetochores via interaction with the Ndc80 complex stabilizes the end-on attachment (discussed later) (31) .
In vertebrate cells, multiple microtubules attach to each kinetochore, forming K-fibres. In addition, the fibrous corona, a long extension from the outer kinetochore, distributes around an unattached kinetochore in a crescent-like shape, allowing formation of end-on attachments while maintaining lateral attachments at its edge (Fig. 2B ). In such a configuration, end-on attachment may be formed directly, or by shrinkage of microtubules after lateral attachment. Direct formation of end-on attachment can be seen in initial kinetochore capture as well. Electron tomography revealed that the ratio of end-on to laterally associated microtubules was 4.55.5 in PtK 1 cells, suggesting that 38 microtubules are laterally associated among the 1530 microtubules on a vertebrate kinetochore (32) . It was recently reported that mitotic centromere-associated kinesin (MCAK), a microtubule-depolymerizing kinesin, at microtubule tips limits microtubule length within the spindle, and thus facilitating end-on attachment by increasing the density of microtubule ends in the spindle mid-zone (Fig. 2B) (33) . Augmin, a multi-protein complex localizing to the spindle, is required for K-fibre formation through centrosome-independent microtubule generation (Fig. 2B) (34) . For conversion from lateral to end-on attachment, it was suggested in C. elegans that the RZZ complex plays a regulatory role (35) . During the period of lateral attachment, the RZZ complex, which is required for dynein localization to kinetochores, prevents the KMN network forming end-on attachment prematurely. When end-on attachment is formed, the RZZ complex is removed from kinetochores by dynein, allowing formation of stable end-on attachment. Similar functions of the RZZ complex were also reported in human cells (36) . There are several situations in which lateral attachment is abnormally increased; this may be due either to defects in the conversion from lateral to end on attachment, or defects in the establishment of end-on attachment. An example of the latter case is when the Ndc80 complex is depleted, as already described. Increased lateral attachment also occurs when SAC proteins Bub1 and Bub3 are depleted (37) , as well as when cells are treated with BI 2536, a Plk1 inhibitor (38) . Concerning the role of Plk1 for end-on attachment, depletion of NudC, which is phosphorylated by Plk1 as well as involved in kinetochore targeting of Plk1, increased the rate of lateral attachment (39) . Interestingly, expression of Hec1 tagged at the N-terminus with enhanced green fluorescent protein (EGFP) induces chromosome congression defects and multipolar spindle formation, as a consequence of improper kinetochoremicrotubule interactions, including persisting lateral attachments (40) . This suggests that conformational changes of the basic N-terminal tail domain of Hec1, which is perturbed by EGFP, are required for conversion from lateral to end-on attachment.
Completion of end-on attachment
The KMN network, especially the Ndc80 complex, plays a major role in end-on attachment, but additional players are required to achieve a fully stable and functional attachment. In budding yeast, the Dam1/DASH complex, which is composed of 10 proteins, forms oligomers and/or a ring structure around microtubules (4146). The Dam1 complex is loaded onto kinetochores after their attachment to microtubules, and this is dependent on the interaction with the internal 'loop' region of the Ndc80 complex (Fig. 3A ) (31) . The Dam1 complex is thought to convert the energy released from the curling of disassembling microtubule protofilaments into a kinetochore pulling force (21) . In fission yeast, the Dam1 complex is conserved but not essential, and acts cooperatively with Klp5/Klp6 kinesins in the establishment of bi-orientation (47) . It is the Dis1/TOG microtubule-associated protein, rather than the Dam1 complex, that binds to the Ndc80 loop in fission yeast, and it also contributes to the stable attachment of microtubules to kinetochores (Fig. 3B) (48) . Stu2, an orthologue of Dis1 in budding yeast, does not interact with Ndc80, and its kinetochore localization does not depend on the Ndc80 loop (31) , showing that the conserved Ndc80 loop interacts with different partners in different species.
In animal cells, no orthologues of the Dam1 complex have been identified, but the Ska complex, a three-subunit complex identified recently, is proposed to be the putative functional counterpart (49) . Localization of the Ska complex to kinetochores depends on the KMN network, and the Hec1 internal loop was shown to be responsible for recruitment of the Ska complex to kinetochores (Fig. 3C) (50) , similar to the Dam1 complex. Cells expressing a Hec1 mutant devoid of the internal loop, in place of endogenous Hec1, show lateral attachments to misaligned chromosomes (50), consistent with the role of the Ska complex on the establishment of end-on attachment. Recently, it was reported that the Ska complex is a W-shaped dimer of coiled-coils, and binds to microtubules at both ends (51) . The Ska complex may reinforce attachments of the Ndc80 complexes around a microtubule with transversal interactions. Interestingly, Cdt1, known as a DNA replication-licensing factor, also binds to the unstructured loop of Hec1 (Fig. 3C) and stabilizes kinetochoremicrotubule attachment probably through a conformational change in the Ndc80 complex (52).
Establishing Bipolar Attachment
A back-to-back position of sister kinetochores intrinsically favours bipolar attachment; when one of the sister kinetochores forms end-on attachments to microtubules from a spindle pole, the other sister kinetochore automatically faces towards the opposite spindle pole. In a current view of attachment process, sister kinetochores of a laterally attached chromosome on an equatorial ring face the spindle poles and thus have a better chance to attach to microtubules from their respective spindle poles (Fig. 2B) (7) . However, erroneous kinetochoremicrotubule attachments may still happen, such as monopolar attachment, where one of the sister kinetochores does not attach to microtubules (monotelic) or attaches to microtubules from the same spindle pole as its sister (syntelic), and merotelic attachment, where one kinetochore attaches to microtubules from both spindle poles. In the case of monopolar attachment, the SAC is activated in response to the lack of attachment and/or tension exerted between kinetochores, allowing the time for correcting errors. The decreased distance between the inner centromere and the outer kinetochore, in the absence of tension, brings the outer kinetochore proteins under increased influence of Aurora B kinase localizing to the inner centromere, and this facilitates the disruption of erroneous attachments (53) . In particular, phosphorylation of the N-terminal tail of Hec1, together with phosphorylation of other molecules in the KMN network, markedly reduces the affinity to microtubules (54) . In addition to tension-dependent phosphoregulation, it was shown that tension itself directly stabilizes kinetochoremicrotubule attachment, which was revealed using purified kinetochores from budding yeast (55) .
In contrast to monopolar attachment, merotelic attachment is considered not to be sensed by the SAC, because both kinetochores are attached and under tension (56) . Merotelic attachment is commonly seen in cells showing chromosomal instability and is supposed to be closely related to oncogenesis (57) . The majority of merotelic attachments do not result in chromosome missegregation because such kinetochores are eventually pulled to the correct side due to the imbalance in numbers of microtubules attached to the correct and incorrect spindle poles (58) . Aurora B is thought to contribute to resolving microtubule attachments from the wrong pole, which are pulled towards inner centromere (59) . Another view is that it may not be necessary to selectively correct maloriented attachments, and that stochastic kinetochoremicrotubule attachment and detachment due to microtubule turnover spontaneously promotes attachment to the appropriate pole (60). In line with this idea, cell lines that exhibit chromosomal instability tend to have more stabilized microtubules (57).
Structural and Compositional Changes of Kinetochores During Lateral and End-On Attachment
Unattached kinetochores and end-on attached kinetochores show different structures when viewed in the electron microscope. Before microtubule attachment, the fibrous corona extends outward and widely covers the outer kinetochore, promoting efficient encounter with microtubules (61) . When end-on attachment is formed, the fibrous corona disappears and the outer kinetochore becomes more compact (62) . This structural change is correlated with changes in kinetochore composition. Although the KMN network similarly localizing to kinetochores between before and after bipolar attachment, fibrous corona molecules such as CENP-E, dynein, and the SAC components are decreased at, or disappear from, kinetochores upon bipolar attachment (Table I) . One of the mechanisms of delocalization from kinetochores is dynein-dependent transport towards spindle poles (63) . Kinetochore localization of the RZZ complex, which is responsible for kinetochore recruitment of dynein and the SAC components, is dependent on binding to Zwint-1 phosphorylated by Aurora B (64) . When kinetochores are stretched under tension upon bi-orientation establishment, Zwint-1 is dephosphorylated due to spatial separation from Aurora B, which allows delocalization of the RZZ complex together with molecules bound to it. On the other hand, molecules like the Ska complex and RanGAP1/RanBP2 localize to kinetochores after bipolar attachment (Table I) . Aurora B negatively regulates the interaction between the Ska complex and the KMN network through phosphorylation of Ska1 and Ska3, which allows the interaction only when bi-orientation is established (65) . Similarly, in budding yeast, phosphorylation of the Dam1 complex by Aurora B (Ipl1 in budding yeast) regulates the establishment of bi-orientation (66) .
Kinetochore structural change is not only caused by changes in kinetochore composition, but conformational changes of kinetochore proteins may also contribute to it. For example, CENP-T, which contains a long flexible region, is implicated in kinetochore stretching (62) . Kinetochore stretching is observed when kinetochores are under tension, and supposed to mediate the SAC silencing (67, 68) . Microtubule dynamics also change upon attachment to kinetochores. It was reported that two kinesin-13 motors, Kif2b and MCAK (Kif2C), which depolymerize microtubules, contribute to microtubule dynamics in prometaphase and metaphase, respectively, under the control of Aurora B (60). So far, these changes have been described between unattached and end-on attached kinetochores, but changes during lateral attachment have not been determined yet. Besides the established contribution of the KMN network, a growing number of other molecules are known to be involved in kinetochoremicrotubule attachment. As shown in Table I , many of them localize to kinetochores predominantly before bipolar attachment, suggesting that they are involved in kinetochore functions in early mitosis such as lateral attachment. Other functions include microtubule generation at kinetochores [which is known to facilitate efficient kinetochore capture (53)], conversion from lateral to end-on attachment, regulation of microtubule dynamics and the SAC regulation. The precise mechanisms of how these molecules contribute to kinetochoremicrotubule attachment have not yet been revealed. It should be noted that many of these molecules depend on the KMN network for their kinetochore localization, indicating that the KMN network is not only a major player for end-on attachment, but also a platform for other kinetochore proteins.
Concluding Remarks
Kinetochores can flexibly adapt, depending on their situation during mitosis. Lateral attachment, which is unstable, is suitable for rearrangement of the nascent attachments in prometaphase, while end-on attachment is robust enough to segregate chromosomes in anaphase. Fine regulation of kinetochoremicrotubule attachment is achieved at various levels such as kinetochore structure/composition and microtubule dynamics, and these are themselves, in turn, regulated by the interaction states between kinetochores and microtubules. Many of the molecules listed in Table I are not conserved in yeast, suggesting that they are involved in fine-tuning of kinetochore functions in higher eukaryotes. Even subtle defects in the regulation can affect the fidelity of chromosome segregation, which may go on to cause oncogenic transformation through chromosomal instability. Further studies on the processes in early mitosis, such as lateral attachment and conversion from lateral to end-on attachment, which involve more proteins than later processes, are needed for clarifying the mechanisms of faithful chromosome segregation.
